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Visual Streamline FAQ 

How do I reconcile my Bank Reconciliation? 
 

To reconcile your bank reconciliation you need to take each potential area on the computed G/L page and you must 
prove movement from your opening numbers to your ending numbers. 

 

For example: 

Payroll chq outstanding: 

- Opening o/s cheques   

-Add payrolls processed through the GL for the period. 

-Less chqs cashed per the bank statement (must also have gone through the GL) 

These should total the ending payroll cheques o/s. 

 

Do the same procedure as above for the deposits: 

-Opening o/s deposits 

-Plus sum of G/L deposits (cash receipts and journal entries)  

-Less Sum of Deposits per bank statement: 

These should total the ending o/s deposits. 

 

Do the same procedure for cheques and manually written cheques to prove ending outstanding cheques balance. 

 

The first part of the bank rec is just to balance to the bank statement based on what is on the bank statement as per 
the below example: 

Last statement balance                         $1000.00 

Cheques cashed                                     - 500.00 

Deposits                                               1500.00 

New statement balance                         2000.00   

           

Once the first screen is balanced, this means that you have reconciled to the statement.  You then proceed to click 
on the ‘Compute GL’ button.  This next part is to reconcile what you have recorded in the GL account back to the 
balance as per below, as some things in the GL account will not yet have gone through the bank statement, so if you 
can find all these transactions, and add or subtract them back to the bank account balance, you should be able to 
reconcile the computed GL to the actual GL balance.  Example is below. 

To balance to GL: 

New Statement balance                          2000.00 

Outstanding Cheques                             -200.00 

OS Deposits                                            400.00 

GL account balance                               2200.00 
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In order for the bank reconciliation compute GL screen to balance to the Actual GL Bank account balance, you must 
have accounted for all amounts that have gong through the GL Account up to the date of reconciliation, either on 
the first screen or the second screen while reconciling. 

 

 

Other key areas to check if you are still out of balance: 

 

� Check is to ensure that your Actual GL bank Balance is still the same as it was the last time you updated 
your prior month’s bank rec. If an entry was made to the GL after the bank rec was updated, it will cause a 
discrepancy. 

 

� Another area that often gets missed is payroll cheques that are processed outside of the system.  Ensure 
that payroll cheques that have gone through the bank statement have been accounted for either through 
Journal entries, or external cheques. 

� Cancelled cheques sometime get missed.  Cancelled cheques can be seen in the Cashed Cheques Screen, 
located at the bottom in red. 

 

� Cancelled cheques are also cancelled in the current period. For example, if you have issued a cheque dated 
Dec 2009, and you cancel it in March 2010.  The system will cancel the cheque in the current period; the 
bank will be debited in March 2010 not DEC 2009.  This can become an issue if the cheque has already been 
cashed in DEC. 

 

If you are still not able to reconcile your bank after going through these steps, the support team can assist, but 
please keep in mind that if the out of balance is caused procedurally or from a user error, time spent investigating 
will be billable. 

 

 

 


